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ARTURIA SPARK AND 
SPARK LE DRUM MACHINES 
These instruments combine the sounds, 
workflow and creative tools of the Spark Engine 
software with an intuitive controller. The software 
features 3 synthesis engines: virtual analog, physical model-
ing and sample playback. Also includes a 16-track mixer with 14 
effects, 1600+ library of instruments, 100+ expandable kits, advanced loop mode and 
more. Both units feature 8 backlit velocity and pressure sensitive pads, a touch-sensitive 
XY FX pad, bus power, a class compliant USB input, user-assignable encoders, real-time 
programming from the pads, MIDI mode, and more. The SPARK-DRUM adds 8 banks of 
3 rotary encoders. Can be used as standalone software or as a plug-in (VST, VST3, AU, 
RTAS). Both include protective travel sleeves.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SPARK-LE .........MIDI controller with drum software and sequencer............................... 249.00
SPARK-DRUM....MIDI controller w/(8) 3-encoder banks, drum software and sequencer ....499.00

ROLAND SP555 SAMPLER The SP555 is a 
creative tool for producers and sample-based 
musicians. It offers sampling through an RCA 
line input, phantom-powered mic input, USB 
terminal, and WAV/AIFF import feature. A large 
sample library (up to 2GB) may be loaded via 
Compact Flash card. It offers 37 types of DSP 
effects to alter your samples, and the results 
of these effects may be played back in real 
time via the trigger pads on the face of the sampler. It also has D-Beam control for 
tweaking filters, and V-Link compatibility for interfacing with compatible video equip-
ment. Other connections include MIDI in/out, RCA line outputs, 1/4" pedal connector, 
and a 1/4" headphone jack. Unit includes Cakewalk Sonar LE, and wave converter 
software for Mac/PC for importing and exporting WAV/AIFF files.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
SP555 ....................... Sampler ....................................................................................... 899.00 

KORG KP3+ DYNAMIC EFFECTS 
PROCESSOR & SAMPLER A powerful 
24-bit real-time effects sampler that allows 
control of multiple effects parameters and 
sample manipulation in real-time. Features 
real-time touchpad-controlled effects (150 
effects and 42 new types), sampling func-
tionality, FX release function to produce 
a more natural decay, mute function to cut the input signal and output only the 
effect sound, pad motion function to record/reproduce your effect usage, 8 pro-
gram memories for instant effects switching, hold function to sustain the effect 
sound and pad LEDs for high visibility. Set tempo with auto BPM, tap tempo, or the 
BPM knob. I/O consists of stereo RCA line in and out, mic in on 1/4" unbalanced, 
1/4" stereo headphone out, MIDI I/O, USB type B (for MIDI control), and an SD/
SDHC card slot for sample storage.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
KP3+ ......................... Dynamic effects processor with sampling feature ...................... 349.99

KORG KAOSSILATOR PRO+ DYNAMIC 
PHRASE SAMPLER & LOOP RECORDER 
A synthesizer, phrase sampler and loop 
recorder for performing and creating 
multi-layered music in any style. Features 
a total of 250 sound programs (including a 
drum program and 62 new programs), Loop 
Recording function, 4 infinitely stackable 
loop banks, scale/key settings, note range function (specifies the touchpad’s 
horizontal pitch range), Gate Arpeggiator function and pad LEDs for excellent 
visibility. Store recorded loop data and externally-made wav files on an SD/
SDHC card. Includes dedicated editor software for sample data management and 
settings storage. I/O consists of stereo RCA line in and out, mic in on 1/4" unbal-
anced, 1/4" stereo headphone out, MIDI I/O, and USB type B (for MIDI control).
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
KOPRO+ .................... Kaossilator Pro+ phrase sampler, loop recorder ......................... 399.99

KORG KAOSSILATOR II AND MINI KAOS PAD 
II SAMPLER AND DJ EFFECTS PROCESSOR The 
Kaossilator II and mini Kaos Pad II feature intuitive 
interfaces, powerful effects programs and sampling. 
Both sport 128 tempo-synced effects ranging from tra-
ditional delays, flangers, and reverbs to new effects, 
such as grain shifter, decimator, analog-style filter and 
more. Touch, tap, or slide your fingers over the touchpad 
to manipulate samples/multiple effects parameters on the fly and save loops/
recorded performances via microSD/SDHC cards. The mini Kaos Pad II features 
100 KP3-engine-based effects, 3 program memories, and MP3 playback support; 
Kaossilator II features 150 sounds, 15 drum kits, 2 loop recording banks, gate 
arpeggiator, and can be linked to your iPhone. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
KO2 ........................... Portable phrase synthesizer ........................................................ 159.99
MINIKP2 .................... Portable effects processor ........................................................... 159.99

BKE BEAT THANG DRUM MACHINE 
AND SAMPLER A powerful, profes-
sional mobile studio drum machine 
with sequencing, sampling, mixing 
and mastering. A simple and intui-
tive design gives one-touch access to 
important features for more freedom to 
create. Works as a standalone unit and software 
workstation with AU/VST plug-in. Also features over 3000 
manufacturer presets, 256MB additional media storage, 16-track 
sequencer, 60+ effects, arpeggiator, and much more. I/O consists of (1) 1/4"-XLR 
combo jack mix/stereo line in with 48V phantom power, (2) 1/4" main outs, (2) 
1/4" stereo headphone out, MIDI I/O, (2) SD slots, (2) USB (one type A for hard 
drive connection, one type B for computer connection). Power is via a 12V internal 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
BEAT-THANG.............. Drum machine and sampler ........................................................ 999.00

DAVE SMITH INSTRUMENTS 
TEMPEST ANALOG DRUM 
MACHINE Dave Smith’s drum 
machine generates sounds via 
analog synthesis. 16 velocity- and 
pressure-sensitive pads are 
arranged in an 8x2 array to facili-
tate both real-time and step entry of beats. 2 pressure- and position-sensitive Note FX 
slide controllers provide a unique new method of performance and control. Features 
6 analog voices, 2 analog oscillators plus 2 digital oscillators, analog low-pass filter 
with audio-rate modulation, an additional high-pass filter, analog VCA with feedback, 5 
envelopes, 2 LFOs, a performance-oriented OS, 90 panel controls, OLED Display, stereo 
analog compressor, distortion circuits, beat-synced delay, MIDI in/out, and USB.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
TEMPEST ................... Analog drum machine ............................................................... 1999.00
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